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AMexican actor became the latest to accuse Kevin
Spacey of sexual harassment Tuesday, predicting
more such claims would emerge as Netflix suspend-

ed production of the two-time Oscar winner’s hit series
“House of Cards.” Roberto Cavazos, who acted in several
plays at London’s Old Vic theater when Spacey was artistic
director there from 2004 to 2015, said the Hollywood star
routinely preyed on young
male actors.

“It seems the only
requirement was to be a
male under the age of 30
for Mr Spacey to feel free
to touch us,” he wrote in a
Facebook post. The accu-
sation echoed the claim
made Sunday by American
actor Anthony Rapp, who
said Spacey made a “sexu-
al advance” on him at a
party in 1986, when he was
14 and Spacey was 26.
Responding to the allegation-and the outraged backlash in
its wake-streaming giant Netflix announced it has suspend-
ed production of the sixth season of “House of Cards,” the
award-winning political drama starring Spacey.

The suspension was “until further notice, to give us time
to review the current situation and to address any concerns
of our cast and crew,” said Netflix and producer Media

Rights Capital. Season six, which Netflix had already con-
firmed on Monday would be the final edition of its flagship
production, had been scheduled to air in 2018. It is not yet
known whether this will change. On Monday, Netflix and
MRC said they were “deeply troubled” by the allegations.
Spacey, 58, came under a torrent of criticism over the claims
and for appearing to deflect the story by finally confirming

that he is gay-an open
secret in Hollywood for
years.

‘Lots more Spacey stories’ 
As reports emerged

that Spacey could face
other accusers, Cavazos
said he and Rapp were far
from alone. “Those of us
who crossed paths with
(Spacey) in London when
he was director of the Old
Vic know a whole lot more
people will find the

courage to tell their stories in the coming days and weeks,”
he wrote, in allegations first posted to Facebook on Monday
and repeated Tuesday on Twitter.

“It wouldn’t surprise me if there were similar numbers
to Weinstein’s,” he added, referring to the dozens of
women who have accused Hollywood mogul Harvey
Weinstein of sexual assault and harassment, unleashing a

torrent of similar accusations against a growing list of rich
and powerful men. “There are a lot of us who have a ‘Kevin
Spacey story’.”

Cavazos is a stage and screen actor whose credits
include the films “Rush” and “El Beso” and a guest appear-
ance on the British TV series “Doctor Who.” He said he
fended off two “unpleasant” advances from Spacey that
“bordered on harassment.” “If I had been a woman, I proba-
bly wouldn’t have thought twice about calling it that,” he
said. He said Spacey would regularly invite young male
actors to “talk about their careers” and surprise them with a
champagne picnic where he would make an advance.

“More commonly, he could be found in the theater bar,

pressing up against whoever caught his eye. That’s how it
was with me the second time. I never gave in, but I know
some people who were too scared to stop him,” he said.
Earlier, the Old Vic said it was “deeply dismayed” by Rapp’s
allegations and encouraged anyone connected to the institu-
tion with stories of abuse to contact the theater via a confi-
dential email address. Rapp and Cavazos both said they felt
compelled to speak out after the recent accusations against
Weinstein sparked an examination of abuses committed by
powerful men in entertainment and other industries. — AFP 
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This image released by Netflix shows Kevin Spacey in a
scene from “House Of Cards.” — AP photos 

Kevin Spacey, right, presents the award for excellence in
television to Dick Van Dyke at the BAFTA Los Angeles
Britannia Awards.
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From best winter boots to higher and stylishly
tighter heels; there’s a silhouette to suit every
fashion statement and budget! SHOE MART;

region’s leading brand in footwear and acces-
sories amps up the fashion game by bringing in
trends like ‘Design Matters’, ‘Earthed’, ‘Nocturne’
and ‘Infusion’ for women, men and kids.

Show-stopping styles make way as ‘Design
Matters’ brings in winter hues and styles that are
utterly covetable. Whether you opt for an on-
trend metallic flat pair in satin that’s curated with
fashion and comfort or the suede flats in pearl
embellished details; each design is unique to con-
quer ladies’ hearts. Refreshingly designed, the
‘Earthed’ trend unearths the essence of interna-
tional fashion in boots. Firm boot uppers in pastel
shades complements androgynous wardrobe to
make for unique and key styles for the season. 

Edgy and red-carpet chic is the game plan of
‘Nocturne’. Shimmery leather and suede uppers
on block heels make for a must-have style state-
ment for the new generation fashion-connoisseurs
who swap feminine etiquettes to become offbeat.
Finally, ‘Infusion’ arrives like flashes of haute
trends to walk through the fashion season know-
ing exactly what you want and where to go.
Versatile and sophisticated silhouettes come in
line to offer flaunt worthy styles in flats and heels. 

‘Design Matters’ 
The accessories for the season are full of

urbane vibe. Animal prints and metallic silvers
offer occasion worthy arm candies with added
embellishments while striped silhouettes in black
and whites offer every day must-haves.
Silhouettes in box types, duffle-like handbags,
and flap over slings, extended totes and back-
packs offer roomy interiors for all your essentials. 

For men, ‘Design Matters’ adds a modern edge
to winter dressing as a cold palette of hues in

steel grey, uniform blue and slate-toned green
break the monotony of typical colour choices.
Suggestive of its name, ‘Earthed’ is all about neu-
tral shades and rich darks with references to the
falling leaves of autumn. The trend weaves its
sophistication around the innate luxury of leather
and powerful application of reptile prints. 

The ‘Nocturne’ trend, that’s very individual-
istic in its design and colour palette, is for the
adventurous soul. Smarter looks in chiseled
formals arrive in combined materials and nev-
er-before hues. Rich and luxurious, the
‘Infusion’ trend is for everyone who likes to
spell opulence in their dressing. Contrast pair-
ings in colors, deeper tones and rich treat-
ments have been woven well together to offer a
diverse range in smart, casual, formal as well as
winter dressing needs. 

The collection also includes a coveted range
in accessories with styles that will impress.
Canvas backpacks in neutral shades have been
highlighted with leather straps for an urban
appeal. Duffle and portfolio bags have also been
curated in navy blues and steel greys; to offer
functional everyday choices. Treated leather lap-
top bags and office essentials portray sleek and
formal looks to fulfil corporate needs. Embossed
leather treatments and zipped embellishing are
also on the design board to woo young tycoons. 

Favoring a much needed respite from color
palettes that are usually associated with kids,
SHOE MART spells out urban-chic sentiments in
its ‘Design Matters’ trend. Washed out hues in
contrasting textures perch upon crimped soles to
make for fashion-savvy boots that will comple-
ment winter dressing choices of both boys and
girls. For all the kids who love to have a mini ver-
sion of their parent’s style statements, the
‘Earthed’ trend tunes up to their wavelength with
neutral shades in browns, greys and creams. 

Sophistication and glamour
Adding drama to kids dressing, ‘Nocturne’

ushers in sophistication and galactic glamour to
kids’ footwear fashion. A display of noirs, stellar
silvers and greys sit pretty on fancy designs in
boots, shoes, ballerinas and even casual footwear
needs. Finally ‘Infusion’ displays undoubtedly cool
gear to keep it high-spirited and sporty. Materials
in soft leather, padded insoles, contrasting high-
lights and a blast of vibrant hues makes it an
attractive choice for toddlers and kids alike. 

Letting kids be kids, the collection also
includes children’s favorite tele-companions like
Lightning McQueen of Cars, Disney Princesses
such as Cinderella and Aurora, Anna & Elsa of
Frozen, and Spiderman; to name a few. Masked on
cushioned uppers to catch the fancy of their fans,
the range is perfect for everyday dressing. 

The accessories collection has an inviting
range in backpacks and sling bags. Fabrics in
shimmer, velvet, suede and leather are neatly tai-
lored to provide style as well as utility to budding
fashion icons. Glitter and metal sling bags with
cute animal faces make for evening needs of fash-
ionistas. The range also has little heroes’ favorites
in Lightning McQueen whereas girls sure will
have fun with Barbie and her gang. Complete with
daily as well as occasion worthy choices, Shoe
Mart ensures a complete style statement when it
comes to winter dressing.

SHOE MART’s Autumn/Winter collection for
women, men and kids seems to have the final
word when it comes to fashion forward choices in
accessories and footwear.do visit Shoe Mart at
any of the Centrepoint stores located at Al Rai,
Avenues, Salmiya, Fintas, Jahra, Fahaheel,
Sulaibhikhat, Kuwait City, Khaitan and Hawally.

Grieving South Korean film fans packed a Seoul hos-
pital yesterday to pay their respects after the death
of an actor dubbed “Korea’s Hugh Grant”. Kim Joo-

Hyuk, 45, died Monday from head injuries after his
Mercedes  crashed into an apartment wall and flipped over.
No other vehicles were involved, police said. Kim, whose
father was also a famous actor, made his debut in 1999 and
quickly gained popularity for his roles in several romantic
comedies, earning himself the nickname. More recently he
moved into grittier parts. He was named Best Supporting
Actor at the Seoul Film Awards last week for his role in the
movie “Confidential Assignment”, in which he played the
leader of an organized crime gang from North Korea. 

“It is my first time to win a movie award,” Kim said at the
ceremony. “It is as if my parents, who are in heaven, are giv-

ing me this award.” Several top celebrities went to pay their
respects at a remembrance altar set up in the Seoul hospital
where his body was taken.  Large arrangements of white
flowers-the color of mourning in Korea-lined the corridors,
which were crowded with media and sobbing fans.  Kim’s
death was one of the most searched words on South Korea’s
Naver portal yesterday. “He was one of those actors that
made me smile. I still can’t believe it,” said one user. “I
thought he would become a veteran actor like his father, it’s
very sad.  May he rest in peace,” wrote another. Kim was the
20th most searched terms on China’s Twitter-like Weibo, as
overseas fans also grieved his passing. “Kim Joo-Hyuk was
one of the very few South Korean actors I liked, my god,”
posted a Chinese commentator. — AFP 
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Contestants broke with tradition
and turned the Miss Peru pageant
into a protest highlighting violence

against women in one of South America’s
most dangerous countries for females. In
elegant ball gowns, the 23 finalists in
Sunday’s televised pageant at the Lima
Municipal Theatre gave voice to thou-
sands of women who are victims of
harassment, sexual and physical abuse,
and murder.

Instead of giving their bust, waist and
hip size, the contestants took turns  recit-
ing a litany of shocking facts about vio-
lence against women in Peru. “My name is
Camila Canicoba, I represent Lima and my
measurements are: 2,202 cases of femini-
cides reported in the last nine years in my
country,” one said. “Eighty-one percent of
people who attack young girls are close to
the family,” another said. “One girl dies
every 10 minutes due to sexual exploita-
tion,” said another. Yet another: “more
than 70 percent of the women in Peru are
victims of street harassment.” Each
sharply delivered phrase shook the audi-
ence, which had been expecting traditional
light entertainment.

“I think that the fact that you are look-
ing at your regional representative, at the
queen of your department, giving open
and real figures about what happens in
our country is alarming,” contest organizer
Jessica Newton told AFP. “Unfortunately
there are many women who do not know,
and think they are isolated cases,” said
Newton, Miss Peru 1987.

Record violence against women 
So far this year, 82 women have been

murdered and 156 cases of attempted
murder have been registered against
women in Peru, finalist Karen Cueto said
from the stage. The figures highlight
Peru’s ranking as second only to Bolivia
as the country with the worst record of
violence against women in South
America, according to the Observatory of

Citizen Security of the Organization of
American States. Newton said the pag-
eant contestants themselves were no
exception. Of the 150 who began the
contest, five have been the victims of vio-
lence, including rape, she said.

Violence against women became a
front page issue in Peru after the rape of a
volunteer for the national census program.
Two television journalists then publicly
declared they had been victims of violence
by their partners, and there have been
endless news stories about women being
beaten or stabbed, and minors raped. The
stream of news has sparked calls in Peru
for the death penalty for rapists.

The normally trite question and answer
session with the event’s host was dramati-
cally different, too. Instead of being asked
about favorite hobbies or charities, the
women were prompted for their responses
on what to do about violence. “Every day
we see in the news that more women die
at the hands of their partners or their ex-
partners. If you had the opportunity to
change the laws, what would be the right
one for the crime of feminicide?” This was
one of the questions.

Andrea Moberg, representing Peru’s
eastern department of Loreto, answered
that rapists should be punished with life
imprisonment. Romina Lozano, represent-
ing Callao, said her plan would be to
“implement a database containing the
name of each aggressor, not only for femi-
nicide but for every kind of violence
against woman. In this way we can protect
ourselves.” In the end, the judges elected
her Miss Peru 2017. Lozano will walk with
the other contestants at the head of a
march to highlight violence against women
in Lima on November 25. “The national
queen must be the ambassador of ordi-
nary women, of all women who have no
voice,” said Newton. — AFP
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Handout picture released on October 31, 2017 by Latina Television showing the new
Miss Peru 2017, Romina Lozano, on October 29, 2017, at the Municipal Theatre of
Lima. — AFP 


